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2002 lesser known tales pdf
Dragon Tales is a Canadianâ€“American animated pre-school fantasy adventure children's television series
created by Jim Coane and Ron Rodecker and developed by Coane, Wesley Eure, Jeffrey Scott, Cliff Ruby
and Elana Lesser.The story focuses on the adventures of two ordinary kids, Emmy and Max, and their
dragon friends Ord, Cassie, Zak, Wheezie, and Quetzal.
Dragon Tales - Wikipedia
The Arawak are a group of indigenous peoples of South America and historically of the
Caribbean.Specifically, the term "Arawak" has been applied at various times to the Lokono of South America
and the TaÃ-no, who historically lived in the Greater Antilles and northern Lesser Antilles in the Caribbean.All
these groups spoke related Arawakan languages
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